DIVERSITY, EQUITY & INCLUSION INITIATIVES

44 Nations of Origin

14 Languages
- Albanian
- Armenian
- English
- Haitian Creole
- Italian
- Mandarin
- Cantonese
- French
- Greek
- Portuguese
- Spanish
- Arabic

As the most diverse department on campus, BC Dining prioritizes cultivating a sense of inclusion as a crucial part of our initiatives on campus and within the department. This includes our focus on equitable employment, celebrating food heritage and culture, and creating a family within the dining community that supports the added values our employees bring to the community. As a part of our sustainable FRESH program, BC Dining advocates for increasing our producers from socially responsible, women-owned, minority-owned, and locally-owned sources.

"Boston College by far has been my second home. I was really welcomed. My uncle brought me to BC after I arrived from Puerto Rico and it was a very beautiful family atmosphere. It continues to be a great place to be, to work."

- Alberto Madera
Shipping and Receiving, Corcoran Dining Hall

21 women-owned businesses
42 New England family farms supported

2022 Diversity and Inclusion Summit:
Cultivating a Culture of Inclusion & Belonging